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Digital Dream Studio Crack +

Digital Dream Studio Crack V2 is an image-editing software, which allows multiple layers and supports plug-ins. Each layer
contains a bitmap image and an opacity map, while being defined by a set of properties (position, channeled global opacity,
blending modes). The user may choose predefined blending modes, but may also define new ones. DDS V2 includes numerous
methods for selection: areas (either continuous or discontinuous) with similar color characteristics, brushes, airbrushes
(realistically simulated using particle systems), geometric shapes (parametric, implicit or iterated function systems), spline
curves. For each of these methods there are several options for fine-tuning, many of which are not to be found in other similar
programs (for example, setting a different tolerance on each channel, wither in RGB or HSL space, for a more accurate
selection). Once the selection has been completed, several effects can be applied: anything from overlaying a simple color, to
textures, to various types of blurs (or other convolution kinds), applying of color effects, color retouching, gradients.
Furthermore, the selected region from a layer (or the entire layer, for that matter) can be sent to a specific plug-in, imported and
reintegrated in the host program (depending on the established opacities and blending modes). Retouch methods include: color
variations (Auto Levels, Auto Colors, Auto Contrast � with user-defined optimization coefficients), SUSAN (a filter which
eliminates noise, without affecting edges), Edge Enhance (a filter which improves edge contrast, without adding noise), JPEG
Restore (on the areas with small enough variations, a blurred version of the image). Another interesting feature is the Non-
Linear History. It stores the previous states of each layer, without necessarily keeping chronological order. It is similar to the
undo feature, only that it allows the user a greater amount of freedom. Bound to "History" is "Fading": it allows the user to
overlay the new state of a layer onto its old states, using several opacity and blending mode options. DDS V2 also includes: 10
separate, specialized clipboard areas, an image library, a text rendered (either with a constant color or with a texture). The plug-
ins included in the installation pack are: Mapping allows distorting of images, by using either predefined or user-defined. One
can use exact equations, numerically estimated differential equations or height maps.

Digital Dream Studio Crack+ Serial Number Full Torrent Free Download

Main menu: "Save", "Load", "Preferences" and "Quit". File menu: "Add new file", "New File", "Open", "Save As" and "Save".
File info window: "File name", "File size", "Date modified", "Location", "File type" and "Save". "File menu": "New Layer",
"Open/Save Layer", "Import/Export", "Save Settings", "User Manual" and "Help". "File info window": "Layer name", "Layer
area", "Opacity" and "Blending mode". "Edit menu": "New layer", "Select all", "Deselect all", "Hex/RGB/HSV/Hue channels",
"Channels/Alpha channel", "Straighten image", "Flip image", "Paste image", "Fill/Erase/Clone", "Cut image", "Undo", "Redo",
"Zoom", "View tab", "Zoom/Flip/Move/Rotate", "Level/Auto levels", "Adjust RGB levels", "Increase/Decrease brightness",
"Auto levels", "auto contrast", "Levels/Auto color", "Adjust HSL levels", "Adjust HSV levels", "Adjust Hue levels", "Gaussian
blur", "Erase", "Smooth", "Copy", "Paste", "Erase to the clipboard", "Flip to the clipboard", "Flip from the clipboard", "Close",
"Undo", "Redo" and "Help". "Add/Delete menus": "Add layer", "Delete layers", "Cut", "Copy", "Paste", "Rectangle",
"Polygon", "Ellipse", "Line", "Polybrush", "Circle", "Bezier curve", "Horizontal line", "Vertical line", "Horizontal Arrow",
"Vertical Arrow", "Rectangle/Horizontal", "Rectangle/Vertical", "Polybrush/Horizontal", "Polybrush/Vertical",
"Ellipse/Horizontal", "Ellipse/Vertical", "Line/Horizontal", "Line/Vertical", "Polybrush/Horizontal/Diagonal",
"Polybrush/Vertical/Diagonal", "Polybrush/Diagonal/Vertical" and "Polybrush/Diagonal/Horizontal". "Image menu": "New
image", "Rename 77a5ca646e
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Digital Dream Studio V2 is an image-editing software, which allows multiple layers and supports plug-ins. Each layer contains a
bitmap image and an opacity map, while being defined by a set of properties (position, channeled global opacity, blending
modes). The user may choose predefined blending modes, but may also define new ones. DDS V2 includes numerous methods
for selection: areas (either continuous or discontinuous) with similar color characteristics, brushes, airbrushes (realistically
simulated using particle systems), geometric shapes (parametric, implicit or iterated function systems), spline curves. For each
of these methods there are several options for fine-tuning, many of which are not to be found in other similar programs (for
example, setting a different tolerance on each channel, wither in RGB or HSL space, for a more accurate selection). Once the
selection has been completed, several effects can be applied: anything from overlaying a simple color, to textures, to various
types of blurs (or other convolution kinds), applying of color effects, color retouching, gradients. Furthermore, the selected
region from a layer (or the entire layer, for that matter) can be sent to a specific plug-in, imported and reintegrated in the host
program (depending on the established opacities and blending modes). Retouch methods include: color variations (Auto Levels,
Auto Colors, Auto Contrast � with user-defined optimization coefficients), SUSAN (a filter which eliminates noise, without
affecting edges), Edge Enhance (a filter which improves edge contrast, without adding noise), JPEG Restore (on the areas with
small enough variations, a blurred version of the image). Another interesting feature is the Non-Linear History. It stores the
previous states of each layer, without necessarily keeping chronological order. It is similar to the undo feature, only that it allows
the user a greater amount of freedom. Bound to "History" is "Fading": it allows the user to overlay the new state of a layer onto
its old states, using several opacity and blending mode options. DDS V2 also includes: 10 separate, specialized clipboard areas,
an image library, a text rendered (either with a constant color or with a texture). The plug-ins included in the installation pack
are: Mapping allows distorting of images, by using either predefined or user-defined. One can use exact equations, numerically
estimated differential equations or height maps.

What's New In?

Digital Dream Studio is a program for creating graphics, particularly for electronic and video games, offering many different
options for image editing. The Program Features: Simulation of PDE systems, which take each of the RGB channel maps as
initial conditions Vector graphics Animated images Interactive tutorials Optimized for modern graphic cards 4 Defined Layers
Equalizing Layers Visible and Invisible Layers Colored Layers Opacity Map Visible Layers Invisible Layers Masked Layers A
Background Layer A Mask Layer Layer Exportation and Import Layer Duplication Layer Grouping Layer Channels Colors and
Opacity Channels Channel Variations Overlaying Filter Effects Filter Mapping Blurs Color Variations Color Variations Color
Variations Complex Motion Blurs Kodim Airbrush Dynamic Mapping Complex Motion Blurs Text Layer Fonts Layer Color
Adjust Layer Color Adjust Layer Color Adjust Layer Stroke Layer Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) Layer Plane Filter Plane
Filter Plane Filter Phong Lighting Shading Layer Partial Differential Equations Fractals Real-Time Slicing and Motion Blurs
Multiple Clips Multi Clip Drag and Drop Document Library Tutorial Batch Processor Vectorization Partial Differential
Equations Masking Rendering Colors Color Palette Color Picker Color Gradients HSL Colors Color Layers Color Channels
Channel List Edge Enhancer Edge Enhancer Edge Enhancer Edge Enhancer Color Variations Color Variations Color Variations
Color Variations Color Variations Color Variations Color Variations Color Variations Virgo Sub-Layer Grouping Batch
Processing Blend Mode Layer Make a Hint Layer Blend Mode Layer Make a Hint Layer Blend Mode Layer Make a Hint Layer
Mask Mask Layer Alpha Mask Color Correction Layer Multiply Layer Invert Layer Lock Layer White Balance Layer Real-
Time Slicing Real-Time Slicing Real-Time Slicing Real-Time Slicing Real-Time S
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Processor: CPU with 2.0 GHz or more RAM: 2 GB RAM or more Hard disk: 1 GB Video: DirectX
9.0 compatible graphics card Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card Internet: Broadband connection or dial-up connection
DirectX 9.0 compatible: Microsoft DirectX 9.0c and the latest DirectX SDK Note: DirectX 9.0c and DirectX SDK are available
for download at www.microsoft
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